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Abstract: The money supply can be changed in the economic system by the monetary methods; as a result it
leads to a change in the values of the key macroeconomic parameters. The work estimates the influence of
monetary policy on actual growth of prices per square meter of housing in the Republic of Kazakhstan with the
help of factor-augmented vector autoregression model FAVAR, using a data set comprising 76 quarters for the
period from 1994:01 to 2012:04. Most aspects of the model are defined from statistical data on the economy of
the Republic of Kazakhstan. The increment rate of the CPI ratio, the index of actual effective exchange rate for
a group of CIS and non-CIS countries (24 countries), the average monthly rated salary per one employee, the
M3 money supply and rated house prices (1 , 2 , 3 , 4  class of comfort) have been calculated. A comparativest nd rd th

analysis of the consequences of monetary policy options for the Republic of Kazakhstan with data for the
Russian Federation and Republic of Belarus, shows that monetary policy in the Republic of Kazakhstan meets
the standards of the leading countries.

Key words: Real effective exchange rate  Inflation  The money supply  The housing market  Consumer
price index  Monetary policy shocks

INTRODUCTION inflation and growth. In Kazakhstan at this stage the

The global economic decline of 2008 attributed to the decline in production, prevent the growth of
mortgage crisis, “infected” the housing sector worldwide, unemployment. Despite all its modesty, the task is rather
drawing the attention of scientists, politicians and difficult. The sustainable development is considered as
economic agents. As a result of increased prices for the long continuous development providing needs of
residential real estate, much of Kazakhstan’s mass media people living today without damage to satisfaction of
and  both foreign and Kazakh experts started talking requirements of future generations. This definition is
about an “overheating” of the real estate market and the taken as a basis and in forming the Concept of Transition
possible formation of a housing bubble. In world practice, of Kazakhstan to Sustainable Development for 2007-2024.
a market is overheated when as a result of its profitability,
demand runs ahead of supply and prices cease to reflect Analysis of Researches and Publications: As Stock and
the actual value of the goods. When the real estate Watson [1] note in their study, house prices are driving
market, a principal security on bank credits, is overheated, indicators of the real sector of economy and inflation rate
the prices of real estate fall abruptly. As a result, credits and thus they can indicate how fast the real economy is
are unsecured and the profitability of investments in real growing. Results of studies by foreign scientists, e.g.
estate is reduced. Considering the significance of this Iacoviello and Neri [2, 4], Case et al. [3], as well as Vargas-
market in the economy of any country in the world, the Silva [5, 6], show a strong correlation between house
consequences are felt not just by those involved in this prices and economic activity in the USA. Furthermore,
field, but also by the economy of the country as a whole. cyclic fluctuations in house prices are a concern to

The only and the main goal of a monetary policy is to politicians [7, 8], as a burst housing bubble is always
help the economy in achievement the production  volume, accompanied by a serious fall in the economy [4]. Many
which characterized by full employment, absence of working papers in the Russian Federation are devoted to

rational monetary policy has to minimize inflation and
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the state regulation and its use in the socio-economic not have shares in funds that could have possessed
development. It is possible to allocate among them N.A. these. The crisis had an indirect influence on
Volgina [9], V.V. Buzyrev [10], A.V. Sikachev [11], M.V. Kazakhstan’s banks. The effect of this crisis on the
Markusenko [12] and to note the domestic scientists: situation in the country was the deterioration of general
Sh.R. Abdilmanova [13], A.R. Salikhova [14], Sh. terms of borrowing for developing countries.
Akhmetova [15], S. Sapargaliyev [15] and B.M. Aliyeva Nevertheless, the losses incurred by the Republic of
[16]. Kazakhstan from the world liquidity crisis are, in the

Current Trends of Real Estate’s Development: Taking all developing countries. This is because the Republic of
this into consideration, it is extremely important for the Kazakhstan is the only CIS country where the volume of
National Bank of the Republic of Kazakhstan to make a foreign borrowing is quite significant. Unlike Ukraine and
thorough analysis of the influence of monetary policy on Russia, where a significant portion of bank credit is
the prices of assets in general and the prices of real estate secured by savings (personal deposits), Kazakh banks
in particular, in order to understand the effect of monetary secure their creditworthiness with foreign loans.
policy on the economy as a whole. This work contains a The State's Role in the development of housing
study on how the shock of monetary policy influences the construction:The housing sector plays a significant role
actual growth in housing prices. The increment rates of in economy, has essential impact on the general
the CPI ratio and rated house prices (1 , 2 , 3 , 4  classes macroeconomic proportions, monetary circulation,st nd rd th

of comfort) have been calculated using quarter-based sets investment activity. In this regard ensuring stable
of data: interest rates, construction costs, variables of the development requires creation of the effective mechanism
labour market, share prices, industrial output and the of coordination of housing policy with the general
consumer confidence index for the period from 1994 till macroeconomic and social policy. Recently significantly
2012. The application of four principal segments of the high and stable speed of growth of Kazakh economy has
housing market with properties of different sizes is due to created economic prerequisites for solution of housing
the fact that demand for different classes of comfort has problem with participation of the government.Ex facte,
absolutely different effects on prices offers. hard work has been done in this direction.In 2000 the

In 2008 the price of one square meter of new housing Conception of long-term financing of housing
fell by 8.7% against the previous year, whereas the resale construction and development of the system of mortgage
of comfortable housing fell by 20.4%. In 2009 the price of lending was adopted.In framework of the State program of
one square meter of new housing fell by 6.9% against the development of housing construction for 2005-2007 it was
previous year, whereas the resale of comfortable housing supposed to provide a wide circle of population with an
remained unchanged. In 2010 the price of new housing affordable housing.For its development amendments were
increased by 3.1% and the resale of comfortable housing made in the legislation about rental housing and about
increased by 3.8%, while the rental cost of comfortable share in the construction capital. Besides the State
housing increased by 2.8%. In 2011 (December 2011 program of development of housing and communal sphere
against December 2010) the sale price of new housing for 2006-2008 was developed.
increased by 6.7%, the resale of comfortable housing However all these documents act separately and
increased by 8.7% and the rental cost of comfortable developed without connection with each other,
housing increased by 5.5%. In 2012 (December 2012 insufficiently oriented for achievement of program
against December 2011) the sale price of new housing tasks.As a result of absence of scientific, methodological
increased by 12.1%, the resale of comfortable housing and organizational support, the efficiency of programs
increased by 16.8% and the rental cost of comfortable accepted for realization is very low.Absence of the law
housing increased by 14.4%. The Highest housing prices that regulates the basics of housing policies with clear
are observed in the large industrial cities. Approximately statement of goals and tasks results in diverse
the similar situation is in Aktau, Atyrau, Ust- interpretation of goals of the housing policies. For a
Kamenogorsk and Shymkent. The lowest price was noted example in the State program of housing construction for
in Taldykorgan. 2005-2007 the main goal of housing policies is declared as

In general, the mortgage crisis in the USA did not creation of conditions for purchasing and construction of
have a direct influence on the Republic of Kazakhstan as housing by the population by means of development of
the banks here did not buy US mortgage bonds and did the progressive forms of crediting. In the State program

opinion of Russian analysts, the most serious among
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for 2008-2010, the goal is changed: the main goal of environment the states with developed economy
housing policies is the transition for stable functioning implement housingpolicies that includes provision of
and development of housing construction that provides cheap municipal housing to its poor citizens.In conditions
affordability of housing for citizens with different levels of of reduction of budgetary financing to the housing sphere
income.In framework of the Program of housing and transition to market mechanisms of its regulation,
construction in the RK for 2011-2014 stipulated a new local authorities are responsible for the task of searching
scheme of construction of mortgaged housing with efficient methods for attraction of non-budgetary
realization by means of construction savings, support of investment resources to the housing construction.
commercial housing by means of funding of banks of the Formation of housingpolicies on the basis of
second level. Nevertheless the analysis showed week development of an appropriate strategy stipulates
parts of the above programs: orientation of the main participants of the housing market

Not succeeded up to the end to provide affordability materials orientation of the domestic economy, difficulties
of housing to the majority of economically active of transition to a stable development, unformed financial
population; institutions providing investments and crediting in the
Was not accelerated the provision of housing to the sphere of housing construction as well as a number of
citizens before that the state has obligations as well other social and economic factors induce enterprises of
as young families. construction complex orient for short-term objectives by

The existing problems in the sphere of provision of profiled orders and their refusal from participation in long-
the citizens of the country with affordable and qualitative term large-scale projects.Prevalence of short-term
housing showed the necessity and timeliness of transition orientation in investment activities of enterprises in
to new housing policies. The significance of development construction sphere can be explained by the following
and implementation of integral, scientifically grounded reasons of institutional order:
housing policies is especially high right now when
economic and social reforms of the perestroika period Absence of state policy in housingsphere and often
undertaken for modernization of the Kazakh society led to changes of priorities in economic policy of the state;
its deep transformation. Absence of experience in formation of investment

It is necessary to pay attention that one of the strategy by administrators as in conditions of
aspects of stable development of housing sphere includes planned system they did not have independence
provision of comfortable conditions of living not only for required for strategic planning and solved only
people living at present but also further generations of specified tasks; 
people.That is why time frameworks in which housing Insufficient studying of methodological issues of
policies are realized should take into account its strategic long-term strategic activities in housing sphere due
direction and be measured with the time of the generation to absence of such necessity in conditions of
life-length, comprise some decades of years.In such time directive planning.
scale ecological, demographic, social and economic
processes should not be considered separately from each Formation of housing policies in our country is made
other – they are interconnected and should be taken into in process of housingreform. An important stage of
account during  development  of  the  housing  policies. housing reform in Kazakhstan was a mass privatization of
At the time of administrative-planned economy the goal state housing fund carried out in accordance with the Law
was  to  provide  each  family  with  a  separate  housing. of the RK “About denationalization and privatization” and
But obtaining of guaranteed housing was connected with basically completed in 1995. As a result, almost 97% of
very long expectation and modest quality indexes. Market available housing facilities became in private property. It
mechanisms of distribution of consumer benefits do not required elaboration of new approaches by decision of the
include obligation of the state before the population to housing problem from the state along with transfer of
provide housing.It forms free conditions of its purchasing economy of the republic to market relations.In 1993-1997,
in required time and of required quality but the majority of experience of realization of above program showed its
the population has incomes that do not allow satisfying main deficiency, i.e. rate of massive budget financing and
their housing needs on market terms.In modern calculation on reinforcement of credit resources due to

on solution of the long-term tasks.Nowadays raw

means of execution of current, often accidental, many
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return sums did not prove its value. Essence of the register of the housing facilities dated 1  January,
housing policies executed since then consists in transfer 2007.The total area of the housing facilities in the
from distribution of housing habitation built at the Republic of Kazakhstan composed 254.6 million m²,
expense of state central capital investments to its including at cities – 155.7 million m , at villages – 98.9
acquirement by some citizens or juridical persons for their million m . More than 97.1% of housing facilities is in
own means. Right for receipt of free housing habitation by private property (247.3 million m ) and 2.9% - in state
low-income groups or socially vulnerable citizens is property (Figure 1).
preserved or for acquirement of it for moderate prices from Radical changes happened in the financing system of
state or municipal funds according to norms, advantages house building. The principal role played private and
and privileges established by the law. The reform individual builders. The state stopped to be a principal
provides increase of a part of existing or building housing participant in house building. Its role in total volume of
situated in the private property of citizens and juridical house building decreased from 21.4% in 1996 to 3.9% in
persons, introduction of crediting and backing system of 2004. In 2005 this index increased to 25.9% at the expense
house building and formation of the housing market, of building of houses on the State program for 2005-2007.
mechanisms of its sale or rent on this basis as one of The main part of houses is built by private enterprises and
conditions of free will of citizens choosing residence, organizations which part in total volume of building in the
work place and kind of activity.In process of stabilization analyzable period composed at the average 89%. The
of an economic situation demand in housing sector population of the republic participates in solution of own
started growing in the country noticeably that caused housing problems actively. For the period of 2000-2004,
revival in housing construction. Only in 2005, the more than 2/3 of total volume of houses set into operation
construction of housing was utilized 254.3 billion tenge was introduced at the expense of means of the population.
investment, which is higher than 1998 by 40.6% and in In 2005, 50.2% of houses of total area of houses set into
2006 – 324.8 billion tenge for 28% more than 2005. The operation was introduced at the expense of means of the
main volume of investment was carried out by private population. Volume of individual house building increases
enterprises, the organizations and the population, thus for last five years in 2.3 times (Figure 2).
more than a half of the republican volume of investment Data specified in Figure 2 testify that the house
fell on Astana, Almaty, the Southern Kazakhstan and building practically passed from the state sector to the
Atyrau areas. private sector. It corresponds to the modern world

At the moment, we can state that the housing sector standards. However, the main part of the population
has passed to market relations in Kazakhstan. The cannot acquire apartments under conditions that are
structure of houses set into operation on property forms formed at the housing market in spite of significant
and financing  sources  changed.  According  to  data  of increase of volumes of house building.
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Fig. 1: The composition and structure of the housing facilities of Kazakhstan
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Fig. 2: Volume of individual house building

Conclusion analysis of house building state and being a combination of economic variables that cannot be
provision of population shows that the part of population represented by a certain series of data. Suppose that the
category that needs its own house very much is big by combined dynamic (F ,Y ) is defined by the following
reason of lower incomes. According to data, nowadays formula:
47711 families that refer to socially protected population
strata need houses. To satisfythese needs for the period [F ,Y ] = (L)[F , Y ] + v , (1)
of 5-7 years, annually houses must be constructed three
times more than now. A big part of population lives in where  (L)is a conformable lag polynomial of finite order
houses constructed before 1980. For capital repairs of the ;
outdated houses one need more than ten years by current v  – is the error term with zero mean and a covariance
volumes of financing. matrix Q.

In addition, the existing instruments of hypothecary
crediting due to low level of incomes are accessible for Equation (1) is a standard form of the VAR model for
wide strata of population poorly. The prevalent situation variables (F , Y ) and embedded sets of the VAR model for
in the sphere of provision of population with houses variable Y , if polynomial lag (L), related to Y /F , is
testifies necessity of execution of principally new housing equal to zero. Equation (1) is now called the model of
policies. We think that it is necessary to create real vector autoregression augmented with factors (FAVAR).
possibility for construction or purchase of houses for It is obvious that system defined by equation (1) helps to
families with average and partially low incomes. estimate the maximum scope of additional information in

MATERIALS AND METHODS factors, we would get a biased estimation of the indexes

Suppose Y  – is vector M×1 of the examined have N×1 vector X  (and N>>M+K), critical set oft

economic variables controlling economic growth available information related to examined (Y ) and not
dynamics. The standard approach would comprise an examined (F ) aspects is as follows:
estimation of the structural VAR model or other forms of
multivariate models of time series based only on Y . Int

many cases additional economical information that cannot X  = F  + Y  + e , (2)
be covered in full by Y  and is required in the model,t

requires proper modelling of the dynamics of these series. where ,  have the dimension N×K, N×M, respectively.
Suppose F  is vector K×1 of non-examined factors, being The vectors of error e  sized N×1 with a mean of zerot

small, K summarizes additional important information, not suggest a weak correlation or no correlation at all. Thus,
fully covered in variable Y . Note that F  can also represent equation (2) is based on the suggestion that vectors Y .t t

theoretical concepts, e.g. price impact, terms of financing andF  can describe the behaviour of an economy in
or even the economic activity of companies, all together general.

t t
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The vector autoregression model (VAR) is usually confidence level and therefore the hypotheses are
applied in systems forecasting a correlated time series and rejected, i.e. no unit roots are available and the series is
for the analysis of the dynamic influence of random invariant.
disturbances on a system of variables. The approach used There are different statistical approaches to defining
to construct VAR-models omits mandatory structural the number of factors in dynamic models (DFM). For
modelling, treating every endogenous variable in the example, Bai and Ng [17] have developed a set of criteria
system as a function of lagged values of all endogenous to select factors in large-scale models. The principal
variables. The mathematic representation of the vector component analysis (PCA) can be also used to establish
autoregression model is as follows: a set of factors in DFM models. The PCA analysis

y=A y  + … + A y  + Bx  + (3) the first eigenvalues of spectral density matrix X . Principalt 1 t-1 p t-p t t

y  – k–dimensional vector of endogenous variables; dispersion is less than the set value =0.05. The first twot

x  – d–dimensional vector of exogenous variables; of the variation, whereas the eigenvalue of the thirdt

A ,…, A B – coefficient matrix, which are subject dynamic factors estimated according to FAVAR with lag1 p

evaluation; length p equal to 4. Moreover, we have established that
 – vector perturbation of residues. the results are not significantly influenced by ant

increased set of factors: reducing lag length or dividing
Disturbances can be “simultaneously correlated”, but the period in samples into smaller subgroups. The method

not with their own lagged values and variables in the first based on Kilian [18] has been used to measure
part of the equation. As the right part of equations uncertainty while estimating aspects. It is required to
contains only lagged values of endogenous variables, make up a 90% confidence range for the impulse-response
simultaneity is not an issue and the ordinary least squares system.
(OLS) method gives consistent estimates. Furthermore, The reaction of the rate of growth in house prices in
even if disturbances  can be simultaneously correlated, 1  class of comfort to the shock of monetary policy ist

the OLS–method is effective and equivalent to the given in figure 3. Immediately after the shock, negative
generalized least square (GLS) method, as all equations housing price growth was equal to about 0.045. The price
have identical regressors. level on the real estate market returns to its pre-shock

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION therefore the price level starts decreasing and the rated

As a result of correlation analysis, the moderate linear shock, the price level stabilizes in 15 quarters, having
relationship between gross domestic product (GDP) and reduced by 1.16%. The influence of a retaining monetary
inflation (INF) (33%) has been established. GDP is policy on the price level growth for housing of 1  class of
strongly influenced by the money supply (M) (79%), comfort is generally negative. Such results are in line with
average rated wages (w) (84%), currency exchange rate to theory and we find no proof of the so-called “housing
the tenge (E) (78%) and costs to the state budget (G) cost puzzle” observed in the work of Kasai and Gupta
(85%). A very weak and negative influence is made by [19].
labour volume (L) (-0.06%) and household consumption Note that the reaction of the price growth rate for
(C) (-0.04%). The strong relationship between informative residential real estate with regard to the shocks of a
variables, i.e. the availability of multicollinearity, was retaining monetary policy differs, in particular in terms of
taken into account for the regression models. The time the scope and duration of the influence in all categories of
series used were analyzed in terms of their time invariance housing, thus emphasizing those different segments of
using the Dickey-Fuller (DF) test each time, to select the the housing market should be considered. Real estate of
proper method of analysis. According to the results, the 1  and 2  class of comfort shows a slight, but negative
values of DF Prob statistics are equal to zero at a 5% influence  (Figure  4).  Once  the  interest rate is increased,

stipulates that the selection of many factors q is based on
t

components are then added until the increase in explained

dynamic principal components explain approximately 99%

component equals 0.005<0.05. Thus, we make use of two

st

value in 14 quarters. Shocks result in deflation and

effective exchange rate strengthens. After an interest rate

st

st nd
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Fig. 3: The impulse response functions of house price inflation for the small segment following a monetary policy
shocks

Fig. 4: The impulse response functions of house price inflation for the affordable segment following a monetary policy
shocks

the growth rate of real prices of 1  and 2  class of comfort but also does not lasts long. It is interesting that in bothst nd

falls by less than 0.05%. However, the initial negative categories the growth rates for rated housing prices start
effect turns to be insignificant and short-term for the small falling after their initial recovery and reach negative
and medium housing segment. For affordable housing, the values close to their initial level. Furthermore, the growth
negative influence is significant from the very beginning, rate  of rated housing prices for 1  and 2  class of comfortst nd
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Fig. 5: The impulse response functions of house price inflation for the medium segment following a monetary policy
shocks

reaches a positive level within approximately 10-12 in inflation by 1 percentage point results in a rate increase
quarters and remains so for the rest of period until the of 0.75%).
decline level. An analysis of the efficiency of the monetary policy

The fall in the growth rate of rated housing prices for of the Bank of Russia in 2000 – first half of 2008 leads to
3  and 4  class of comfort is less evident but lasts some conclusions (for example see [21]): the interest raterd th

relatively longer than for small and medium segments and channel in Russia is not effective. The analysis did not
affordable housing (Figure 5). The price growth rate for show any systematic influence of the the Bank of
housing of 3  and 4  class of comfort initially increases Russia’s instruments of monetary policy on marketrd th

sharply to approximately 0.1% and then falls before rising interest rate. E.A. Leontyeva [22] suggested three main
sharply again. Prices remain inflexible for 20 quarters reasons for this: the absence of an indicative interest rate,
before showing a response to shocks of monetary policy the small volume of operations in the open market and no
and then declining step-by-step, returning to their initial possibility to carry out an independent monetary policy
state. For the category of 5  class of comfort, the price with a floating currency exchange rate. Contrary to this,th

growth rate shows a positive and significant response of the exchange rate channel proved to be effective. The
0.07% due to a stronger correlation with monetary Bank of Russia can influence the exchange rate dynamics
variables accompanied with a further reduction by 0.1% of the national currency. According to the calculations of
and an abrupt recovery in approximately 8 quarters other authors, the general influence of a strengthened
(Figure 6-7). exchange rate on GDP is still negative.

Comparing the analysis of consequences of monetary In Belarus [20] and the Russian Federation [21, 14]
policy options for the Republic of Kazakhstan with data monetary policy is sensitive neither to inflation rates, nor
for the Russian Federation and Republic of Belarus in the economic growth rates. The dissipation of inflation
works of Ivashchenko [20] and Drobyshevsky [21], we dispersion and the economic growth rates demonstrate
can conclude that monetary policy in the Republic of such differences in a country’s economic policy. In
Kazakhstan meets the standards adopted in the leading Belarus and Russia most of the dispersion, inflation and
countries: a clear anti-inflation policy is evident (a growth growth  rates  is  stipulated  by  the  activity  of  the  state,
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Fig. 6: The impulse response functions of house price inflation for the medium segment following a monetary policy
shocks

Fig. 7: The impulse response functions of house price inflation for the luxury segment following a monetary policy
shocks
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whereas  a  key  aspect  for  economic  growth in other sectors of the economy, including the housing
Kazakhstan is the volume of labour resources available for market. This decline has resulted in an increased demand
households and the inflation rate is explained by multiple for 1  and 2  class of comfort of real estate among owners
factors, including shocks of liquidity preferences, shocks from the large and medium segments and as a result prices
of intertemporal preferences, technological shocks, etc. for 1  and 2  class of comfort recovered more quickly,
Thus, the analysis shows the advantages of the monetary whereas rated price growth rates for 3rd and 4  classes
policy of the Republic of Kazakhstan over the monetary remained inflexible over quite a long period of time.
policy of the Russian Federation and the Republic of Furthermore, works [12, 13] indicate that previous prices
Belarus. are more important for the small and medium segments of

Analyzing a modern monetary policy of National housing market when determining real price. This is
Bank  of  Kazakhstan,  there  are  no  effective instruments characteristic for affordable housing, when the
of monetary and credit regulation that does used government establishes fixed rates. Finally, regarding the
monetary modes ineffective. As a whole, the pursued luxury segment, we observe an initial increase
monetary policy of NB RK is ambiguous. It is necessary accompanied by a large reduction and a prompt recovery.
to agree that as a lever on economic agents the monetary The increased growth rate of rated prices for housing after
policy assumes existence of the developed market an initial negative influence are evidence of the
economy, a large number of effective producers and a inflexibility of market for this category of housing
network of branched economic and public institutes, regardless of the economic decline. Due to the economic
including financial mediation. One important issue that nature of luxury housing, the owners of which are people
concerns us is creation a more full-fledged central bank. with large incomes, this is a low effective market for fast
The National Bank needs completely to pass to inflation sales transactions and the movement of buyers and
targeting. The main difficulty in applying of a new mode sellers. The slow-moving nature of prices for real estate is
consists in the weak transmission mechanism of a therefore quite logical. At the same time, the swift
monetary policy. recovery is not surprising, as luxury houses are bought

CONCLUSIONS foreigners, as well as citizens of the country resident

At this stage the behaviour of rated prices growth crisis.
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